
September 11, 2012 
Petition for Appeal 
Office of Conduct and Mediation 
Appellate Officer 
 
To the Appellate Officer, 
 
I am writing on behalf of the Student Committee on Popular Entertainment (S.C.O.P.E) in regards to 
Judicial Officer’s Decision on Sanctions imposed as a result of the hearing occurring August 9th, 2012. We 
are appealing the following imposed sanctions, which were determined by the Judicial Officer, Linda 
Johnson. 
 
I. Judicial Officer’s Imposed Sanctions 
 
1. Suspension until Fall 2014. 
 
2. Revise and update manuals to be approved before return to campus. 
 
3. Creation of an advisory board to replace single advisor, approved by David Zamansky/MUB 
   staff. 
 
4. Probation for 2 years upon return to campus as a student organization. 
 
II. Reasons for Appealing Imposed Sanctions 
 
1. The decision reached by the Judicial Officer, Linda Johnson, was not based on substantial evidence.     
 
2. The facts in the case were insufficient to establish that a violation occurred. 
 
3. The sanctions imposed are not appropriate in relation to the charges that SCOPE was found responsible 
for. 
 
III. Evidence to Support our Claims 
 
A. Preface to Evidence  
 
The following evidence, which will be used to support the reasons for appeal stated by SCOPE fall under 
two categories, which are both cited as grounds for appeal in the official “SRRR”. The information can be 
referenced through following the following sections: 
 
“SRRR” → Student Code of Conduct and Conduct Process → Article IV: Conduct Policies and 
Administrative → Section E. Appeals → 2.b & 2.c 
 
The specific grounds for appeal are included below in an effort to be transparent with our intentions and 
grounds for our appeal. 
 
2.b.       To determine whether the decision reached regarding the respondent was based on substantial 
evidence, that is, whether the facts in the case were sufficient to establish that a violation of the Student 
Code of Conduct occurred. 
 
2.c.       To determine whether the sanction(s) imposed was appropriate for those cases that resulted in 
probation, eviction, residential expulsion, suspension and/or dismissal. The Appellate Board or Appellate 
Officer shall not increase the sanction(s) imposed by a Hearing Officer. 



 
 
B. Evidence 
 
1.    I. SCOPE’s Reason for Appeal:  

The decision reached by the Judicial Officer, Linda Johnson, was not based on substantial evidence. 
 

II. Evidence to Support SCOPE’s Reason: 
 
    II. A.  

Linda Johnson’s sanctions were blatantly influenced by Dave’s response for the Hearing Officer, 
when it is clearly stated in the SRRR as well as the guidelines provided for writing a response to the 
Judicial Board’s recommended sanctions that “Any decision (made by the Officer) shall be based 
solely on the record of the Hearing Board.”  

 
Our claim that Linda was influenced by Dave’s response is evidenced by the following excerpts 
obtained from Dave Zemansksy’s response to the Judicial Board’s “Disciplinary Hearing 
Decision”, as well Linda Johnson’s Sanctions Rationale from the “Judicial Officer’s Decisions on 
Sanctions”. 

 
Excerpt from Dave Zamanksy’s Response: 
“This is the fourth time in five years we are dealing with SCOPE in a conduct situation” 

 
Excerpt from Linda Johnson’s Sanctions Rationale: 
“This is the 4th time within 5 years that there had been misconduct involving scope” 
 
Nowhere in the Judicial Board’s records “Disciplinary Hearing Decision” is this piece of 
information referenced, leading SCOPE to believe that Linda Johnson failed to base her decision 
from the Judicial Board’s record. Additionally, in the “Judicial Officers Decisions on Sanctions”, 
Linda Johnson fails to reference any of the decisions made by the Judicial Board or go give any 
evidence, insight, or reasoning as to why her proposed sanctions are better suited that those of the 
Judicial Board.  
 
Furthermore, this quoted information is false, which leads SCOPE to the second body of evidence 
backing up our claim that Linda Johnson’s decision was not based on substantial evidence. 

II. B.  
 
    The response provided by the complainant contains supplementary information not included 
during the trial or in the incident report that did not directly reference sanction recommendations. 
The letter addressed issues and alleged incidents that were not discussed in the hearing. 
 
The quote from Dave’s response is false; SCOPE has only been involved in conduct situations four 
times out of the last seven years. Dave’s response also fails to bring to light the fact that SCOPE 
only took responsibility for charges through an informal process one time prior to the current 
charges; all other incidents resulted in SCOPE being found not responsible.  
 
Linda has taken Dave’s response farther by saying that there has been “misconduct” by SCOPE. 
The rationale should not have been based on Dave’s response in the first place.  Dave’s failure to 
specify that SCOPE had only been found informally responsible on charges once allowed Linda to 
believe that misconduct did actually occur during every situation. 
 



II. C.  
Additionally, Dave referred to other false information in his response. This is evidenced by the following 
excerpt from that response. 
 
Excerpt from Dave Zamansky’s Response: 
“menu hunt event” 

Dave refers to a “menu hunt” in his response; this is inaccurate information as menu gathering is a 
portion of SCOPE’s “new member bonding experience,” an event that has been approved by the MUB 
staff, including Dave Zamansky, and does not reference the word “hunt,” which implies a scavenger hunt 
type event with negative connotation. 
 

II. D 
Excerpt from Dave Zamansky’s Response-  
“SCOPE was not truthful and stories changed multiple times” 
 
    The complainant specifically accused SCOPE representatives of being dishonest during the hearing 
process when all SCOPE members involved displayed honesty and answered questions to the best of their 
knowledge and memory.  Given the four-month time span between the incident and the hearing, there were 
many aspects to this story that were unclear to everyone.  Dave is claiming dishonesty without proof. This 
is based on personal opinion and beliefs, not fact. 

II. E 
Specific Evidence to Support this Claim: 
Excerpt from Dave Zamansky’s Response-  
“We were contacted in May by the Whittemore Center” 
 
    An incident involving the Whittemore Center was, as confirmed by the Whittemore Center staff, not an 
issue brought to Dave Zamansky. The Whittemore Center staff does not agree with the statements made by 
Mr. Zamansky in his response letter.  The incident in question was brought up at a Whittemore Center staff 
meeting as a minor issue and made its way to Mr. Zamansky.  The details of the incident described in the 
complainant’s response were not consistent with the details SCOPE was given directly from the 
Whittemore staff. 
 
To reiterate, the intention of this letter was for the sole purpose of responding to the sanction 
recommendations of the hearing board.  New supplementary issues should be disregarded. 
 
 
2.    I. SCOPE’s Reason for Appeal: 
The facts in the case were insufficient to establish that a violation occurred. 
 
    II. Evidence to Support SCOPE’s Reason: 
II. A. No rule/regulation citing lack of reporting means condoning of the act. cite SRRR 
 
To our knowledge at the time of the incident, there was no rule or regulation that specifically cites an 
organization can be held responsible for a member’s failure to report a violation of university policy or 
federal, state, or local laws.  SCOPE has done extensive research into this, and at the time of the incident 
there was nothing in the SRRR, Campus Crime Report, or Student Org Manual did it ever state of infer that 
a failure to report an incident assumes the condoning of the criminal act.  
 
II. B. The incident was addressed by police the next morning, which the seniors felt were the appropriate 
authority. 



The basis on which SCOPE was found responsible for charge 5, attempted or actual theft of public 
property, was based on speculative evidence and not on proven fact.  Dave states in his response that senior 
members were aware of the theft, but this is not true.  In the Judicial Officer’s report she states, “At some 
point the senior SCOPE members learned of the theft.” This makes it clear that the complainant and the 
Judicial Officer have not confirmed the actual state of time that the seniors became aware of the theft. It is 
true that the seniors had speculation of misconduct, but no confirmation of theft. There is no evidence 
presented to prove that the seniors were aware of the theft before the police were involved the next 
morning. 

 
Furthermore, the original report, which was the basis for the hearing, made no mention of senior members 
having any knowledge of the theft; nor did it mention any failure to report the incident by SCOPE. Had our 
organization been made aware that this would be the basis for determining responsibility, we would have 
been able to provide the appropriate evidence. 
 
 
 
3.    I. Reason for Appeal: 
The Sanctions imposed are not appropriate in relation to the charges. 
 

Evidence to Support SCOPE’s Reason 
On April 19th, 2011, CommUNHiversity appeared at a hearing because they were charged with: 
           3b. Threatening or endangering the health or safety of any person 
           3c. Intimidation 
           3d. Coercion 
           6. Hazing 
           12a1. Use of alcohol by individual under legal age 
           12f. Providing underage people with alcohol 
           12g. Hosting a gathering where prohibited drinking occurred/common sources 
Additionally, prior to the hearing, three additional charges were dropped: 3a, 12a2 and 12a3. 
 
CommUNHiversity claimed responsibility for three of the seven charges and they were found 
responsible for all seven of the seven charges. The Complainant’s recommended sanctions were: 
           -Organization suspension through the end of spring semester 2014 
The Respondent’s recommended sanctions were: 
           -Probationary period of at least 2 years; up to any length of time 
           -Participate in Hazing Education 
           -Create and implement a hazing education campaign for the campus 
The Judicial Board’s recommended sanctions were: 
           -Organization Suspension through the end of spring semester 2012 
           -Organization Probation through the end of spring semester 2014 
           -Develop Action Plan to avoid hazing and other inappropriate behavior to recognition 
           -Review of Action Plan with general membership at beginning o each semester through the end 
of probationary period 
           -All members participate in at least one educational session per semester where the focus is 
alcohol or hazing education 
           -More utilization of advisor. Input and oversight on all events and activities 
           -No off-campus social events during probationary period. 
The Hearing Officer’s imposed sanctions were as follows: 
           -Organization Suspension through the end of spring semester 2012 
           -Organization Probation through the end of spring semester 2014 
           -CommUNHiversity to develop Action Plan to avoid hazing and other inappropriate behavior 
prior to re-recognition 



           -MUB professional staff who works with student organization services to review and approve 
completed Action Plan before implementation 
           -Leadership of CommUNHiversity to review of Action Plan with general membership at 
beginning of each semester through the end of probationary period 
           -All members participate in at least one educational session to be approved  by Student Affairs 
Staff overseeing student organizations; how the organization plans to track attendance is part of the 
action plan 
           -CommUNHiversity as part of the Action Plan will outline regular meetings with advisor and 
include steps and actions to include the advisor in governance and event planning 
           -No off-campus social events during probationary period 
 
The rationales for the Hearing Officer’s sanctions were as follows: they recognized what benefits the 
organization had towards bettering the UNH community, but agreed that the benefits of the 
organization being recognized and putting on events did not outweigh the severity of the charges they 
were found responsible for, specifically pointing out the hazing and the perceived promoting of 
underage drinking. 

 
Additionally the Hearing Officer states in their rationale that, “At the heart of any conduct case, 
hearing officers face the following questions: ‘Is this person or organization going to repeat the 
actions that lead to the conduct incident?’ and ‘What has the person or organization learned from the 
incident and how do they plan to act differently in the future?’” Specifically in this case, there was 
evidence submitted stating that attendees of the event heard statements that that night’s events were a 
tradition, and the senior members hoped they would continue. The rationale also states that the 
Hearing Officer states, “These are serious concerns that the members of CommUNHiversity have yet 
to seriously engage in reflection of their choices and actions that night and how they will prevent 
hazing and these events from happening again.” These charges occurred within the second year of 
recognition as an organization and the Hearing Officer had concerns that if this was happening in the 
beginning states of the organization, what would happen in the future if the leadership does not 
address the issues now. 

In comparison to this trial, SCOPE on August 9th, 2012 was charged with: 
 

9k. Violation of Published Policies: Other: 
     17.5 Responsibilities of Recognized Student Organizations: Recognized Student 
Organizations at the University of New Hampshire are required to: 

1. Be designed and operated by students and to consider student development, citizenship 
and safety (physical, emotional, spiritual, psychological) of paramount importance; 
2. Adhere to all applicable federal, state, and local laws and University policies 
6. Hold the membership of their organization accountable to the organization’s policies and 
procedures, as well as to the policies and procedures of the SRRR, MUB, and Student 
Organizational Manual 

    3d. Coercion 
    5. Attempted or actual theft of public property 
  6. Hazing, defined as an act which endangers the mental or physical health or safety of a student, 

or which destroys or removes public or private property, for the purpose of initiation, admission 
into, affiliation with, or as a condition for continued members in, a group or organization. 

 
SCOPE was found responsible for: 
9k. Violation of Published Policies: Other: 

 
17.5 Responsibilities of Recognized Student Organizations: Recognized Student 
Organizations at the University of New Hampshire are required to: 



1. Be designed and operated by students and to consider student development, 
citizenship and safety (physical, emotional, spiritual, psychological) of paramount 
importance; 

2. Adhere to all applicable federal, state, and local laws and University policies 
6. Hold the membership of their organization accountable to the organization’s policies 

and procedures, as well as to the policies and procedures of the SRRR, MUB, and 
Student Organizational Manual 

 
5. Attempted or actual theft of public property 
SCOPE was found responsible for three out of the five charges. The following sanctions were 
recommended for the charges SCOPE was found responsible for: 
 

 
Judicial Officer’s Imposed Sanction(s): 

 
Suspension until Fall 2014 
Revise and update manuals to be approved before return to campus 
Creation of an advisory board to replace single advisor, approved by David Zamansky/MUB 
staff 
Probation for 2 years upon return to campus as a student organization 
The rationale of the Judicial Officer is as follows: “Given the history of violations of a serious nature such 
as hazing suspension for 2 years is appropriate and suitable …according to David Zamaznsky,” 
additionally, the Judicial Officer states that any misconduct SCOPE has been involved in often concerns 
hazing, however we were not found responsible for hazing in this trial, nor has SCOPE been found 
responsible for hazing in any formal trial. The Judicial Officer also states that the inaction of senior 
members of the organization, who have since graduated, implies that SCOPE condones stealing which 
there is no sufficient evidence to support. Additionally the rationale explains the situation and states that, 
“At some point the senior SCOPE members learned of the theft but did nothing about it,” that statement 
supplies no factual information stating that the seniors knew of the stolen items when exactly Tyler stole 
them, it clearly only states that they learned of the theft. That is true in that they did learn of the theft, as 
did the rest of the organization the next day when authorities from the Portsmouth Police became 
involved.  

 

When compared to the sanctions and rationale of the CommUNHiversity trial and this trial, the sanctions 
imposed are punishments that do not fit the crime. In summary, CommUNHiversity was sanctioned to 1 
year suspension in addition to other elements, their maximum sanction for being found responsible for all 
seven severe charges. SCOPE is being sanctioned to 2 years of suspension after being found responsible 
for three out of the five much lesser charges. This shows inconsistency and shows that the punishment is 
no appropriate for what SCOPE was found responsible for.  

 

 

 
    II. Further Evidence to Support SCOPE’s Reason for Appeal: 

 
a. Scope was charged with 2 violations and sanctions (referred to from now on as maximum sanctions, 
because the Hearing Officer is not permitted to increase sanctions originally proposed by the complainant). 
SCOPE was only found responsible for 2 violations, but the maximum sanction was still recommended by 
Linda Johnson. SCOPE is entitled to a just and fair process, as cited in the SRRR, and according to this, the 
recommended sanctions should accurately reflect the charges found responsible. The Judicial Board did 



this, but Linda Johnson failed to go about it appropriately.  
 
Even if Linda felt that the originally proposed sanctions were not harsh enough or appropriate in relation to 
the violations, and that her imposed sanctions were a compromise in relation to what she felt was 
appropriate, she must uphold, in herself, the laws written in the SRRR in Article IV D.7. where it states 
“any decision [by a hearing officer] shall be based solely on the record of the Hearing Board.” Although 
she did not increase the actual sanctions in the original complaint, by recommending the maximum 
sanctions Linda failed to abide by this law and based her sanctions off the fabricated, unrelated response 
the complainant submitted after the initial Hearing Board’s decision.  Linda failed to appropriately take into 
consideration the charges that SCOPE was actually found responsible for. In essence, increasing the 
charges by not offering a thorough detailed account of why she believes the guilty charges we have 
accepted warrant a maximum sentence is unfair and inappropriate. 
 
     
 
IV. Additional Supportive Evidence 
 
    Because we are so passionate about this organization, we reached out to many individuals whom we 
believe could also speak on our behalf. These individuals include SCOPE alumni, artist agents, venue 
directors, and other professionals within the industry that we have worked closely with in the past. The fact 
that so many people were willing to write a response in such a short amount of time truly supports our 
argument that we are an organized, professional, and hardworking student organization that deserves to 
remain on the UNH campus. Not only have we made a lasting, positive impact on UNH, but also we have 
formed relationships with the surrounding community and professionals across the nation. The secondary 
letters are all attached with this appeal. 
 
V. Closing Statement 
 
    Through our research and evidence, we hope the appellate officer recognizes why we disagree with the 
hearing officer’s imposed sanctions. We understand that student organizations need to be punished when 
necessary, but in this specific case, we firmly believe that the punishment given by Linda Johnson is not 
appropriate. 
 
We thank you unconditionally for taking the time to read our appeal. 
 

 
Best, 

 

 

 
Jacqueline R. McCarrick 
SCOPE Executive Director 


